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What’s Ahead for the NYC           
Real Estate Market?
It is important to review the NYC residential real 
estate market over the past year to appreciate 
where we are now and what may lie ahead. 
Last year (2018), the market was exceptionally 
difficult because it was a significant transitional 
year: in January, prices began to go down while 
sellers and the real estate community remained 
in denial that this was happening. But it wasn’t 
until the end of the first quarter that the press 
began to write about the market’s decline. In late 
March and early April, several articles in major 
newspapers discussed the slowdown, but most 
sellers remained unfazed, feeling as though they 
were going to beat the odds or that it was a 
temporary slowdown. At the same time, buyers 
became increasingly nervous because of the 
tax reform bill and rising interest rates; many 
became discouraged and refused to act.

In fact, in the first three quarters of the year, 
sellers, buyers, and agents were largely at odds 
with one another and the agent representing 
each party was struggling to provide advice that 
would move each side closer to a deal, especially 
because the slowdown was swift and significant 
but was not fully anticipated. 

Manhattan homeowners really struggled 
throughout the past year to accept the new 
reality after a lengthy 10-year sales boom. It was 
particularly tough to understand that the market 
could decline while the economy was booming, 
unemployment was at a record low, the interest 
rate was compelling, and the stock market was 

strong. It was not until the fall when almost 
everyone came to terms with the fact that prices 
were down by a significant percentage.  

Because of the constant and adverse reporting 
on the market throughout the rest of the year, 
buyers became nervous but at the same time 
hopeful that the market would continue to slide.  
While buyers and sellers still struggled to see 
eye-to-eye, some buyers began to realize that 
prices had already dropped between 10 to 
30% – depending on price point, location, and 
condition – and may not slide lower.

Hindsight is 20-20, and it is now clear that 
several economic forces converged to set the 
decline in motion, including an 
oversupply of new high-price 
point condos, rising inventory 
across all markets, rising interest 
rates, a decline in foreign 
investors, and last but certainly 
the biggest contributing factor, 
the tax reform bill, which hit New 
Yorkers quite hard. 

The slowdown in the market 
has hit every segment, not just 
the high-end; median prices 
and sales volume have fallen in 
most areas. Some of the low-end 
stagnation ($1M and below) can 
be attributed to rising mortgage 
rates, which rose nearly a full 
percentage point since the beginning of 2018 
and came close to 5% by the end of the year. 
This is still relatively low historically, but high 
compared to the ultra-low levels that fueled the 
market during the peak years.

Since 2012 when the market came out of its 
last slump, developers (fueled in part by foreign 
money) bought up land and began building more 
rapidly than ever before. The consequences 
of continued development into 2018 was an 
oversupply of new units across Manhattan. Since 
the market slowed so dramatically, developers 
began lowering prices, allowing for greater 
room for negotiations. In addition, they offered 

incentives to agents to bring buyers to the table. 
High-end co-ops suffered in particular because 
of high inventory of new developments that 
offer a lifestyle of convenience including stylish 
finishes and beautiful amenities. 

Positive Indicators in the              
4th Quarter
In September, buyer hesitancy and continued 
uncertainty characterized market conditions, as 
evidenced by the overall decline in the level of 
transactions. As a result, inventory continued to 
climb, reaching their highest levels compared 
to any September since 2011, and mortgage 
applications were the lowest since 2012. The 
average 30-year fixed mortgage jumped to 4.9%, 
the highest level in seven years, which stymied 
home sales and depressed consumer spending. 

Just as a booming market can’t last forever, 
the same is true for a declining market. During 

the last quarter of the year (October through 
December) some positive signs emerged, in large 
part due to buyers trying to take advantage of the 
lower prices.

Increased activity in the fourth quarter was 
evidenced in the following ways:

• For first time last year in October, deal volume 
started to tick up;

• Sales volume in the last two quarters was not 
that off from the previous year, the difference 
was notable in price negotiability and number 
of days on the market;
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• The midterm elections created a high level of 
uncertainty, but once the elections were over 
in early November the level of sales increased;

• Buyers who waited throughout the year for 
prices to drop further began to seize the 
opportunity afforded to them in the market 
decline, especially because New York City 
remains one of the most desirable cities 
in which to live, and owning a property will 
always be a good investment.

Advice for Sellers
• Proper pricing holds true in all markets, but it 

is essential in this market. It still is possible to 
generate great enthusiasm for a property if the 
price is competitive.

• Carefully looking at the comparable properties 
that are in contract is KEY to understanding 
the market. 

• Beautifully decorated apartments sell for higher 
prices. For this reason, most apartments benefit 
from a little to a complete staging. Fresh top-
notch staging often attracts the right buyer. 
Staging must be carefully constructed so it 
takes the best advantage of the space. Great 
staging reduces the time on the market, as long 
as the asking price is within the market range. 

• Vacant apartments are much more difficult 
to sell in this market, unless the price is low. 
Virtual staging only goes so far. It can help 

draw buyers in; however, it also creates a false 
expectation…and sometimes can be harmful 
to a sale. 

• Flaws in an apartment such as lack of light 
or views, or a lack of a washer/dryer in the 
apartment may prompt a buyer to walk away. In 
a “down” market, these flaws can drag prices 
lower. Central air conditioning or through-
wall air conditioning is essential, especially in 
larger apartments. 

• New York City remains a top choice but, in 
this market, buyers want to feel like they are 
making a “good deal.”

• Concurrent buying and selling in this market 
can be advantageous as the reduced prices on 
the “buy side” often more than make up for the 
lower sales price on the “sale side.” 

• Sales are happening because there are buyers 
who must buy and likewise sellers who need to 
sell. Keep in mind that if an apartment is priced 
properly, it will sell fairly quickly.

Advice for Buyers
• It is a buyer’s market and a wise purchaser 

should make a move now as the prices are 
unlikely to further decline, if at all. Historically, 
the best time to buy is when buyers are nervous. 
Once a buyer finds an apartment to buy, he/she 
should not hesitate to submit an offer. 

• Buyers have leverage and options especially 

in this market and should not miss this 
opportunity, especially if a buyer plans to own 
the property for at least 6-7 years. 

• The window of opportunity is closing as the 
market is at or near its bottom. Since markets 
tend to shift upward quickly, buyers may lose 
out if they don’t act in the near term. 

• Developers of new buildings are cutting prices 
and offering incentives right now such as 
paying transfer taxes or covering the cost of 
storage units, etc. This is an excellent time to 
buy in a new building.

• There is less competition from other buyers 
and less of a frenzy than during the peak of 
the market. 

• The largest discounts are those apartments in 
need of a renovation. There are great deals to 
be had in this market if a would-be buyer looks 
past old décor. For those who like to renovate, 
now is the time to jump in! 

market review

We are happy to provide you a 
confidential evaluation of your home 
if you are interested to learn its value 

in the current market. We can also 
advise on preparing your home for 
sale based on your timeline to sell. 

Please contact me directly at 
dek@corcoran.com or (212) 937-7011.
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THE QUALITY OF STAGING IS IMPORTANT; 
TODAY IT IS ESSENTIAL

Staging an apartment has always helped me to achieve the highest and best 
sales price in the most expedient timeframe. I was the first agent in New York 
City to stage an apartment nearly 19 years ago. At the time I was struggling 
to sell a vacant apartment on Central Park West and I could not achieve the 
price the seller wanted. I recommended the seller invest $10,000 to rent 
furniture and accessories and I directed the whole staging process. Within 
one week we received offers $225,000 higher than previous offers.  My first 
experience encouraged me to continue with staging and directing stagers to 
this day.  

It is critically important that the quality of the staging is superior, and the final 
look be at its absolute best. When staging is done properly with high quality 
and attention to detail, it helps sell an apartment faster and optimizes the 
sales price.

Beautiful photos stand out and accessories, furniture layouts and light fixtures 
can truly enhance a space. Staging can help minimize flaws and showcase 
the best features of a property such as views, light, space and scale, as well 
as elevate the luxury ‘feel’ of the home.

Staging is an art and like anything else, a good design can move people to 
act.  The idea here is to create visual effect that would draw the attention of a 
would-be buyer to the positive aspects of the apartment while minimizing the 
flaws.  My team and I work together and with different stagers to achieve the 
best staging design for the particular apartment.

the art of staging

A Case Study
We listed an apartment at the beginning 
of 2018 and the asking price was close 
in price to the last one we sold just a 
year earlier. The apartment was in 
great shape and tastefully decorated 
but very traditionally furnished. We 
recommended somewhat extensive 
staging and the seller was not in 
agreement so while we did a little, the 
apartment languished on the market. 
The apartment was nicely renovated 
with central air conditioning, located 
on one of the best blocks in the city 
and had direct views of the Museum of 
Natural History. 

We knew that staging would help and 
in part because the sellers moved out 
of town, ultimately the owners agreed. 
They did not want it to look “staged”. 
We spent time with the stager providing 
direction and guidance and once staged, 
it sold within two weeks. The photos 
show that while it was lovely before, it 
did not appeal to the buyers who were 
looking in that price and size range.

Upon entering a room, make sure the eye goes to the furthest 
corner of the room. That way the apartment “feels” larger 
than it actually is.  Place a tall plant, or an eye-catching piece 
of art or something along those lines to attract attention.

As a general rule, do not place a sofa in the middle of the 
room where the back “cuts” the room in half. It is important 
for each room to appear as large as possible.  

Create space in the middle of the room, especially in 
children’s bedrooms.

Make sure there are at least three points of light in each 
room and that the lighting is balanced. 

Warm lights or soft white are generally the best type of bulb 
to use. 

For nearly two decades Deanna was a pioneer and one of the 
proponents of staging homes in preparation for sale. Over 
the past 30 years she has consistently ranked among the 
top three sales agents/teams in Corcoran. She is available 
to consult sellers who wish to prepare their home for sale.
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Deanna’s Staging Tips
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Experience.
The Deanna Kory Team Advantage
When you choose the Deanna Kory Team, you are working with a highly 
skilled powerhouse team with vast experience, an expansive network and 
resources tailored to meet every aspect of buying and selling real estate 
in New York.

Our team is not only consistently ranked among the top teams in the city, we 
are regularly praised by customers and clients as well as by our colleagues 
as one of the most respected teams. We are proud of our enormous capacity 
to work hard and our intelligent approach to deal-making.

Led by Deanna Kory, whose 33 years of experience and exceptional track 
record evoke admiration throughout the industry, our team’s spirit and 
cohesiveness enhances our collective skills and resourcefulness, which 
offers buyers and sellers an enormous advantage in the marketplace.

Facebook.com/DeannaKoryTeam

Twitter.com/DeannaKory
Instagram.com/DeannaKoryTeam

If you’re interested in discussing your 
property’s value, please contact Deanna Kory 

at (212) 937-7011 or DEK@corcoran.com.

The Deanna Kory Team: A Recent Sales Sampling
Address   Price
1155 Park Avenue, Apt 10SW      $8,550,000
177 Ninth Avenue, Apt 5J      $5,162,000*   
301 West 57th Street, Apt 32C    $4,050,000
40 West 77th Street, Apt 17A     $2,175,000*
140 Riverside Drive, Apt 11K      $3,030,000
121 West 19th Street, Apt 7B      $2,750,000*
360 Central Park West, Apt 7A  $4,245,000*
1075 Park Avenue, Apt 9C           $3,900,000

Address   Price 
930 Fifth Avenue, Apt 12A        $8,450,000 
130 East 75th Street, Apt 8E     $2,940,000
151 West 86th Street, Apt 10C     $3,325,000
327 Central Park West, Apt 9B     $3,125,000
40 East 88th Street, Apt 5B         $3,895,000
211 Central Park West, Apt 2G      $6,750,000
137 Riverside Drive, Apt 6BC      $5,675,000
*represented the purchaser

101 West 78th Street, 3-5 Bedrooms from $5.45M

60 Riverside Boulevard, Apt 2101    $13.95M

137 Riverside Drive, Apt 3B   $5.75M

139 West 78th Street, Townhouse   $8.695M

45 East 80th Street, Apt 15AB   $8.5M

322 West 72nd Street, Apt 11B   $2.65M

Featured Properties Currently on the Market
Please visit www.DeannaKory.com for a full list of all currently available properties

at The Corcoran Group
DEANNA KORY TEAM


